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Abstract: The response of the Indian winter monsoon toclimate change has received considerably 
less attention than that of the summer monsoon. We show here that all Coupled Model 
Intercomparison Project phase-5 (CMIP5)models display a consistent reduction (of 6.5% for 
Representative Concentration Pathways 8.5and 3.5% for 4.5, on an average) of the winter monsoon 
winds over the Arabian Sea at the end of 21st century. This projected reduction weakens, but remains 
robust when corrected for overestimated Arabian Seawinds in CMIP5. This weakening is driven by 
reduction in the interhemispheric sea level pressure gradient resulting from enhanced warming of the 
dry Arabian Peninsula relative to the southern Indian Ocean. The wind weakening reduceswinter 
oceanic heat losses to the atmosphere and deepening of convective mixed layer in the northern 
Arabian Sea, and hence can potentiallyinhibit the seasonal chlorophyll bloom thatcontributes 
substantially to the Arabian Sea annual productivity. 
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1. Introduction 

The Indian subcontinent experiences the most energetic and vigorous monsoon system globally 

[Webster et al., 1998; Gadgil, 2003]. During boreal summer, the Asian continent warms faster than 

the Indian Ocean (IO), favoring the northward movement of the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone 

[Trenberth et al. 2000] and the development of a low-level cross-equatorial jet [Findlater, 1971; Fig. 

S1a]. The associated southwesterly winds transport moisture collected over the southern IO and the 

Arabian Sea (AS) towards the Indian subcontinent, giving rise to the Indian Summer Monsoon (ISM) 

rainfall. As the livelihood of this densely populated region critically depends on this water supply 

[Gadgil and Gadgil, 2006], a large body of literature has already investigated the influence of 

anthropogenic climate change on the ISM [e.g. Goswamiet al., 2006; Turner and Annamalai, 2012; 

Roxyet al., 2015]. Comparisons of present and future simulations from the Coupled Model 

Intercomparison Project Phase-5 (CMIP5) indicate a consistent increase of future ISM rainfall [e.g. 

Ogataet al., 2014; Soorajet al., 2015; Sharmila et al., 2015; Endo and Kitoh, 2016], as well as a 

general weakening of the large-scale ISM circulation [Soorajet al., 2015] and poleward shift of the 

AS low-level jet [Sandeep and Ajayamohan, 2015; Figs. S1b,c,d]. 

During boreal winter, the Eurasian continent cools while the southern tropical IO warms. The 

resulting high pressure over the Arabian Peninsula and low pressure under the ITCZ around 10°S 

drive the Indian Winter Monsoon (IWM), characterized by northeasterly winds over the AS (Fig. 

1a). While IWM contributes significantly to the annual precipitation over the Himalayan region 

[e.g.Dimri et al., 2015] and the southeastern India and Sri Lanka [e.g. Rajeevan et al., 2012;Vialard 

et al., 2011], most of the rainfall occurs over the ocean around 10°S, thereby forming only a small 

fraction of the annual rainfall over India. Nonetheless the winter monsoon has its most important 

implications for the biogeochemistry and ecosystems of the northern IO [e.g. Smith and 

Madhupratap, 2005]. The evaporative cooling associated with the cold and dry IWM winds induces 

convective overturning in the northern AS, contributing to the ventilation of the nearly anoxic 

subsurface waters [Morrisonet al., 1999]. The convective overturning also entrains nutrients into the 

surface euphotic layer [Prasannaet al., 2001; Keerthi et al., 2016], leading to a prominent 

chlorophyll bloom [e.g. Banse and McClain, 1986]. This bloom contributes substantially to the total 

annual AS primary productivity [Madhupratapet al., 1996; Marra and Barber, 2005] and occurs 

when the winter oceanic conditions are more favorableforfishing activities than the summer leading 

to highest fish catch [Madhupratapet al., 2001].  

There is to date no study focusing on the projected IWM response to the global warming. 

Given its importance for the AS climate and biogeochemistry, the present study aims at assessing the 
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influence of global warming on the IWM by analyzing the present-day and the future simulations 

from CMIP5 models. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the data and methods. 

Section 3 shows that there is a weakening of IWM winds over the Arabian Sea in CMIP5 models, 

under both RCP8.5 and 4.5 scenarios, even when model bias is accounted for. Furthermore, this 

section discusses the impacts and the possible underlying mechanisms of this monsoon weakening. 

Finally, Section 4 summarizes the results, and discusses their limitations and implications. 

2. Data and Methodology 

2.1 Data 

In this study, we compare the historical simulations (HIST) forced by the observed 

anthropogenic and natural forcing with the future simulations performed under two contrasted 

Representative Concentration Pathways (RCP) scenarios: RCP8.5, an unmitigated scenario with 

radiative forcing reaching 8.5 W.m-2 by 2100, and RCP4.5, a mitigated scenario with radiative 

forcing reaching 4.5 W.m-2 by 2100 [Moss et al., 2010]. We analyze monthly mean outputs from 27 

CMIP5 models for which 10-m surface winds are available for historical, RCP8.5 and RCP4.5 

simulations. When several ensemble members are available, we choose only the first one, in order to 

assign the same weight to all models. When available, we analyze the monthly precipitation, surface 

skin temperature (Tsurf), mean sea level pressure (SLP), wind stress, net surface heat flux (HFlx) 

and mixed layer depth (MLD) from these models. Details on the available variables for each model 

are provided in Table ST1.  

The biases in historical simulations are computed over the 1986-2005 period relative to 

Tropflux[Praveen Kumaret al., 2012] for surface winds at 10 m, surface temperature and air-sea 

fluxes; ERA-Interim [Dee et al., 2011] for SLP; and de Boyer Montegut et al. [2004] climatology for 

MLD. 

2.2 Methodology 

The seasonal average for winter monsoon is defined as the December-March (DJFM) 

average and that for summer monsoon as the June-September (JJAS) average. In order to allow a fair 

comparison, all datasets are re-gridded to a common 1°×1° horizontal grid.We define the present-day 

climatology of individual models as the 20-year (1986–2005) mean of historical simulations, the 

future climate as the 20-year (2080–2099)mean of RCP8.5 and RCP4.5 simulations, and the 

projected climate change as their difference (i.e. RCP minus HIST). We show the Multi Model Mean 

(MMM) of either the projected response to climate change or bias in order to highlight the consensus 

across models. As in previous studies [e.g. Christensenet al., 2013], medium (high) robustness is 
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defined when at least 70% (90%) of models agree on the sign of the projected change or bias.  

3. Results 

3.1 Robust weakening of the winter monsoon circulation 

Figure 1b illustrates that the projected RCP8.5 MMM winter surface winds weaken over most 

of the IO, except in the Bay of Bengal. This widespread weakening is robust in more than 70% of 

models over most of the IO (black circles on Fig. 1b), with largest and most coherent changes over 

the AS and western equatorial IO, where more than 90% of the models agree (red dots on Fig. 1b). 

Red bars on Figure 1c further detail the percentage of AS average wind speed reduction relative to 

the present climate average for each model in the RCP8.5 scenario. Every model (out of the 27 for 

which surface winds are available) projects a weakening of winter winds over the AS by the end of 

the 21st century, ranging from 2 to 13%. The projected RCP8.5 MMM AS wind reduction is 

6.40.9%, at the 95% confidence level. Blue bars on Figure 1c illustrate that this wind reduction, 

although weaker, is also very robust when considering the more optimistic RCP4.5 scenario.In this 

case, the AS wind reduction rangesfrom2 to 6%, with MMM reduction of 3.60.5% at 95% level. 

This consistent weakening of the IWM circulation in future CMIP5 simulations may however 

result as an artifact of the present-day model biases in the IO. Li et al. [2016a] for instance showed 

that most CMIP5 models overestimate the present-day amplitude of the IO dipole (IOD), the main 

intrinsic mode of interannual SST variations in the IO [e.g. Saji et al. 1999]. They further suggest 

that this overestimation largely explains the consistent IOD-like warming response to climate change 

in most CMIP5 models, with a stronger IOD-like warming pattern in models with higher IOD 

amplitude. There is however no relation between the projected AS wind weakening and the IOD 

amplitude in CMIP5 models (r=0.15, not significant at the 90% level; not shown). On the other hand, 

CMIP models display other biases, which may influence the projected IWM response to climate 

change. For instance, most CMIP models tend to display a strong IWM, leading to a cold SST bias 

over the AS [Sperber et al., 2013], which has received some attention because it leads to unrealistic 

rainfall in the following summer monsoon by reducing the evaporation over the AS [Levine et al., 

2013; Marathayil et al., 2013; SandeepandAjayamohan, 2014]. 

Figure 2a illustrates this strong IWM winds bias in the CMIP5 MMM, with an overestimated 

cross-equatorial jet over the western IO and IWM circulation over the AS. The present-day AS wind 

speeds are on an average overestimated by ~0.6m.s-1 (~9%). The amplitude and sign of this bias 

however varies considerably amongst models (Fig. 2b), ranging from a weak underestimation of -0.4 

m.s-1 to a strong overestimation of 1.5 m.s-1. The amplitude of the AS winter wind reduction in the 
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RCP8.5 scenario is related to the amplitude of the IWM wind bias (r=-0.57 significant at 99% level): 

models with larger IWM climatological winds (and thus larger bias) generally predict a larger 

reduction of IWM circulation (Fig. 2b). We can hence adopt a strategy similar to that of Li et al. 

[2016a] and use the statistical linear relation between the model bias and the projected response to 

climate change to extrapolate the response to that at zero bias (computational details provided in the 

online Supporting Information). This statistical strategy,known as “emergent constraints”, has 

already been widely used to provide reliable future projections [e.g., Bracegirdle and Stephenson, 

2012, 2013; Cox et al., 2013; Li et al., 2016b]. 

The resulting corrected RCP8.5 surface wind changes are displayed on Figure 2c. The RPC8.5 

MMM winter winds over the AS exhibit weakeningevenwhen accounting for the present-day IWM 

biases. The amplitudes of the uncorrected and corrected RCP8.5 projected AS wind speed changes 

are provided on Figure 2d. Although reduced when applying the bias correction, there is still a robust 

IWM circulation reduction in response to climate change in all models (Fig. 2d, MMM AS wind 

reduction with correction is 4.50.9% at the 95% confidence level against 6.40.9% without 

correction). The projected weakening is also robust when applying the bias correction to RCP4.5 

projections (2.50.5%, Fig. S2). Thus the projected IWM circulation weakening is robust in all of the 

analyzed CMIP5 models under different scenarios, even after accounting for the present-day model 

biases. Henceforth, for conciseness, we discuss only the RCP8.5 projections, though our conclusions 

hold true forRCP4.5 projections as well. 

3.2 Impacts of the projected IWM weakening 

As mentioned in the introduction, the RCP8.5 projected summer monsoon response is 

associated with a consistent 206% increase in rainfall over India(Figs. S3a,c)[Ogataet al., 2014; 

Soorajet al., 2015; Sharmila et al., 2015; Endo and Kitoh, 2016]. The climate change also induces 

increased rainfall in the winter monsoon rainy zones in the equatorial IO (Figs. S3b,d). This 

projected rainfall increase is however weaker (~102%; Fig. S3d vs. S3c) and occurs mostly over the 

ocean, and hence is of lesser relevance from a socio-economic viewpoint compared to its summer 

counterpart, except for the east African countries and islands located in the equatorial region.  

On the other hand, the IWM has important implications for the AS biogeochemistry. The cold 

and dry air blowing from the continent induces strong evaporative heat losses to the atmosphere in 

the northern AS. This combines with the mechanical stirring by the northeasterly winds to induce a 

mixed layer deepening, which in turn drives the winter bloomsin the northern AS [Banse and 

McClain, 1986; Morrisonet al., 1999; Madhupratapet al., 1996]. Figure 3 shows the projected IWM 
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surface HFlxand MLD responses. The surface wind weakening induces a reduction of the latent 

cooling, which is strongest in the northern AS, where the thermo-dynamical imbalance between the 

ocean and cold, dry IWM winds is largest (Fig. 3a). All but three models exhibit a reduction of the 

winter surface heat losses in the northern AS (Fig. 3c, 155% at 95% confidence level for RCP8.5 

MMM; 105% when corrected for the wind bias). The surface cooling reduction is strongly 

correlated (r=-0.78, 99% level confidence; Fig. S4a) with the wind reduction over the northern AS, 

suggesting that the wind weakening drives latent and thus net heat flux reduction.  

Air-sea fluxes of momentum have a quadratic dependence on the winds, and hence 

wouldreduceroughly twice as that of the wind reduction in terms of the percentage. Indeed, the 

projected AS wind weakening also reduces the momentum flux at the air-sea interface, leading to a 

consistent wind stress reduction over the AS (Fig. S5), which is more than two times the wind 

reduction in percentage (-152% at 95% confidence level for RCP8.5 MMM; Fig. S5c). The reduced 

heat losses at the surface and the reduced mechanical stirring both favor a shallower MLD, leading to 

a very consistent projected MLD shoaling in the northern AS (153% at 95% confidence level for 

RCP8.5 MMM, Figs. 3b,d). As expected, the amplitude of this shoaling correlatesreasonablywell 

(r=0.65) with the amplitude of the wind reduction over the northern AS (Fig. S4b). 

The bias correction approach described in the previous section (i.e. correcting the projected 

response on the basis of AS wind speed bias) when applied to the HFlx and MLD yields a very 

consistent reduction across all models (Figs. 3c,d), with RCP8.5 MMM 105% and 112%, 

respectively. As for the wind speed, the HFlx and MLD are also overestimated in CMIP5 (not 

shown).  The reduction in HFlx and MLD responses remain robust even when performing the 

correction on the basis of their respective biases (85% and 133%, respectively), which will 

account for the potential non-linearities (not shown). 

3.3 Mechanisms 

In this section, we discuss the possible mechanisms responsible for the reduced IWM 

circulation in response to the anthropogenic global warming.  

The winter monsoon arises from an interhemispheric SLP gradient, which constrain the surface 

winds through geostrophy. The IWM winds are clearly associated with a high pressure over the 

ArabianPeninsula and a low pressure below the ITCZ around 5-10°S (Fig. S6), with frictional effects 

in the surface layer contributing to a veering towards low-pressure area relative to isobars in the 

northern hemisphere [e.g. chapter 9.2 in Gill, 1982]. As a result, the present-day (HIST) AS wind 

speed has a 0.71 correlation with HISTinterhemispheric SLP gradient between the Arabian 
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Peninsulaand the southern Indian Ocean (Fig. 4a; see Fig. S7a for a justification of the two selected 

boxes to calculate the interhemispheric SLP gradient). This interhemispheric SLP gradient is itself 

strongly correlated (r=-0.69) with the interhemisphericTsurf gradient (Figs. 4b, S6). Overall, in 

present-day climate, CMIP5 models with a largerTsurf contrast between the cold Arabian Peninsula 

and warmer southern IO in winter have a strongerinterhemispheric SLP gradient and stronger winter 

AS surface winds (Figs. 4a,b). We now investigate these relationships in the context of projected 

climate change. 

Figures 4c,d displays the MMM future Tsurf and SLP changes. SLP increases over the 

southern IO and decreases over the ArabianPeninsula, northern AS and western India (Fig. 4d). 

Consequently, theinterhemispheric SLP gradient reduces, resulting in a weakening of the IWM 

winds. There is indeed a 0.59 cross-model correlation (significant at the 99% level) between the 

projected AS winter wind speed and interhemispheric SLP gradient changes (Fig. 4e; Fig. S7b 

justifies the selection of the two boxes). 

This interhemispheric SLP change is related to an interhemisphericTsurfchange. Under a 

warming scenario, land warms much more than the ocean (Fig. 4c) [Joshi et al., 2008; Dommenget, 

2009; Boer, 2011]. This results in a projected 1 to 2.5°C decrease of the interhemisphericTsurf 

contrast in CMIP5 models (Fig. 4f). The faster land warming is not related to the lower heat capacity 

of the land, rather to the larger lapse rate over the land, as the troposphere over the land generally is 

drier than that over the oceans [e.g. Joshi et al., 2008]. The upper tropospheric warming is relatively 

uniform in the tropics [e.g. Sobel et al., 2001]: a larger lapse rate hence yields a larger surface 

warming over land, in particular in dry areas. This explains the relatively large warming over the dry 

ArabianPeninsula and Thar dessert, and weaker warming over the southern IO. The SLP change in 

general mirrors the Tsurf change (Figs. 4c,d). In particular, the projected changes in 

interhemisphericTsurf and SLP gradients are highly correlated (r=-0.72 significant at the 99% level; 

Fig. 4f). Overall, the CMIP5 models with the larger Arabian Peninsula warming relative to the 

southern IO are those with the strongerinterhemispheric SLP gradient and more weakening in the AS 

wind speed. 

Although there is a relatively good agreement between SLP and Tsurf changes, they do not 

match perfectly (Figs. 4c,d). Bayr and Dommenget [2013] have indeed shown that the SLP response 

to global warming is much more closely related to the average tropospheric (1000 to 100hPa) 

temperature than to Tsurf (because of the hydrostatic relation). There is however a relatively strong 

control of Tsurf on SLP, as illustrated by the relatively high correlation between the 

interhemisphericTsurf and SLP changes (Fig. 4f). Indeed, as the tropical tropospheric temperature is 
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nearly uniform at higher levels [e.g. Bayr and Dommenget, 2013], most of the warming differences 

occur at lower levels. The near-surface warming is largely driven by the near-surface humidity 

content [e.g. Bayr and Dommenget, 2013] thatexerts a strong control on the average tropospheric 

temperature, and hence on SLP. 

While our study focuses on the projected wind changes, we also briefly assess the projected 

rainfall changes (Figs. S3b,d).  Despite a decrease in the winter monsoon winds, the projected winter 

rainfall (Figs. S3b,d) increases under the intertropical convergence zone.  As noted by Held and 

Soden [2006], the tropospheric warming induced by climate change results in increased water vapor 

concentrations owing to the Clausius-Clapeyron relation, and hence to enhanced moisture 

convergence. This effect probably overcomes that of the weaker horizontal circulation (which 

diminishes the moisture convergence), leading to increased rainfall. We however note that there are 

uncertainties in the projected regional rainfall in CMIP models [e.g. Hwang and Frierson, 2013; 

Sabeerali et al., 2015] and that these rainfall projections should hence be taken cautiously. 

4. Summary anddiscussion 

Our results indicate a robust reduction of the IWM wind intensity in CMIP5 models (Fig. 1), 

comparable to the wind intensity changes associated with the poleward shift of the monsoon jet in 

summer (Figs. S1b,c,d). This IWM wind reduction are related to an enhanced warming of the 

Arabian Peninsula relative to the southern Indian Ocean, that reduces the interhemispheric 

temperature and SLP gradients. Compared with its summer counterpart, a few studies have discussed 

the future changes of the winter monsoon in the Asian sector (see review by Kitoh [2017]), largely 

focusing on the East Asian region. CMIP simulations generally project a weakening (strengthening) 

of the East Asian winter monsoon circulation north (south) of 25°N, as a result of a northward shift 

of the Aleutian low and decreased northwest-southeast thermal and SLP differences across northeast 

Asia [e.g. Jiang and Tian, 2013]. These simulations also project a rainfall increase related to the 

southeast Asian winter monsoon in response to cyclonic wind anomalies over the south China Sea 

[Siew et al., 2014]. Although evident in some of the analyses dedicated to East Asian winter 

monsoon projections (e.g. Fig. 7 from Ogata et al. [2014] and Fig. 8 from Kitoh [2017]), this study is 

the first to discuss the projected decrease of the IWM circulation over the AS and 

thedrivingmechanisms. While both summer and winter Indian monsoonal circulation slowdown in 

CMIP models have been tracked back to changes in meridional temperature gradients between the IO 

and the northern IO landmass, the key continental regions involved differ substantially, with the 

summer monsoon involving temperature changes over the Tibetan Plateau [e.g. Sooraj et al., 2015] 

and winter monsoon being mainly influenced by temperature and SLP changes over the Arabian 
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Peninsula and the Thar dessert. 

The projected AS weakening discussed here is stronger (-0.38 ms-1 / -6.5%; RCP8.5) than the 

general reduction of tropical surface wind speed (-0.15 ms-1 / -2.6%; RCP8.5) discussed by Held and 

Soden [2006]. Both these reductions are however moderately correlated (r=0.48, p=0.95) across the 

models. This may be due to a common underlying mechanism[Bayr and Dommenget, 2013], in 

which the lower tropospheric humidity constrain the amplitude of the tropospheric warming and SLP 

change, and hence that of the circulation change. 

The expected decrease of the ISM circulation depicted in CMIP models can already be 

detected in observations over the last half-century [Fan et al., 2010]. In contrast, there is no 

consistent trend in the observed winds over the AS region in winter (Fig. S8e). The decreasing trend 

detected by CMIP models is however entirely within the range of the model’s internal variability 

until the year 2030 (Figs. S8a,c for RCP8.5 and Figs. S8b,d for 4.5), which explains why such a 

trend is not yet detectable in observations. The projected AS wind speed by 2100 is 2.20.3 

(1.20.2) times larger than the present-day internal non-seasonal, and hence interannual,variabilityin 

RCP8.5 (RCP4.5). 

The increased winter rainfall over the equatorial IO has implications for regional water 

resources. The projected rainfall increase is significant mostly over the ocean, butmay be socio-

economically relevant for the east African countries and the islands located in the equatorial IO. In 

contrast, the rainfall change over southern India and Sri Lanka is not statistically significant.The 

projected changes in regional rainfallarehoweverhighly sensitive to CMIP model biases[e.g. Hwang 

and Frierson, 2013; Sabeerali et al., 2015], and hence need further assessment.. 

These IWM circulation changes are potentially important for the AS biogeochemistry. 

Previous studies have mainly focused on summer AS productivity, with some of them suggesting a 

decline due to increased thermal stratification [Roxy et al., 2015] while the others suggesting an 

increase due to apolewardshift of the monsoon jet [Praveen et al., 2016]. The northern AS winter 

bloomcontributes significantly to the annual AS productivity, but its response to climate change has 

so far not been discussed. This bloom is largely the result of the convective entrainment of nutrients 

into the mixed layer during winter [e.g. Prasanna Kumar et al., 2001; Keerthi et al., 2016]. The 

projected weakening of the winter AS winds will reduce the oceanic stirring (Fig. S5) and heat losses 

(Figs. 3ac)to the atmosphere over the northern part of the basin. This will in turn reduce the winter 

mixed layer deepening (Figs. 3bd) and hence the amount of nutrients entraining into the mixed layer, 

leading to a possible reduction in the AS productivity during winter. The winter convective 
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overturning not only influences the AS productivity but also ventilates the upper boundary of the AS 

oxygen minimum zone [Morrisonet al., 1999], which is one of the most intense in the world oceans. 

The reduced winter ventilation may further contribute to the projected expansion of the AS oxygen 

minimum zone in the future [Bopp et al., 2013]. These issues will be addressed in a future study. 
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Figure 1. Multi Model Mean (MMM) winter (DJFM) climatology of surface winds (vectors) and 
speed (color) for (a) present-climate (HIST) and(b) RCP8.5 projected changes. Regions where more 
than 70% (90%) models agree on the sign of the wind speed change are indicated with black circle 
(red dots) on panel b. (c) Bar plot of the percentage of projected surface wind speed changes in 
RCP8.5 (red) and RCP4.5 (blue) scenarios in winter within the AS (black frame on panel b) for 
individual models and MMM with black whiskers indicating the 95% confidence interval (values 
indicated) on the mean. The models used in the present study (with model IDs) are listed in the 
bottom right panel. 
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Figure 2. (a) Multi Model Mean (MMM) bias in the winter wind speed climatology relative to the 
Tropflux dataset. (b) Scatter plot of average AS winter wind speed bias versus RCP8.5 wind speed 
projected change for individual models (see Fig. 1 for model IDs). The regression line and 
correlation value are also shown. (c) MMM RCP8.5 projected winterbiascorrected (see text and 
supporting information for details) wind speed changes. (d) Bar plot of the percentage of future 
RCP8.5 surface wind speed corrected (black) and uncorrected (red) changes in the AS (black frame 
on panel a) for individual models and MMM with whiskers indicating the 95% confidence interval 
(values indicated) on the mean. Regions where more than 70% (90%) models agree on the sign of the 
wind speed bias/changes are indicated with black circle (red dots) on panels a/panel c. 
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Figure 3.Multi Model Mean (MMM) winter RCP8.5 (a) net heat flux (HFlx) and (b) MLD projected 
changes. Regions where more than 70% (90%) models agree on the sign of the change are indicated 
with black circle (red dots) on panels a and b.Bar plots of the percentage of future RCP8.5 (c) HFlx 
and (d) MLD corrected and uncorrected changes in the northern AS box (black frame on panels a 
and b) for individual models and MMM with whiskers indicating the 95% confidence interval 
(values indicated) on the mean.  
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Figure 4. Scatterplots of present-day (HIST) interhemispheric sea level pressure gradientagainst(a) 
HIST AS wind speed (box shown on Fig. 1b) and (b)HIST land-sea 
interhemisphericsurfacetemperature (Tsurf) gradient for individual models. Interhemispheric 
gradients are calculated as the differencebetween the averaged values over boxes (north minus 
south)shownonpanels c,d. Multi Model Mean (MMM) winter climatology of RCP8.5 projected 
changes for (c)Tsurf (°C) and (d) mean sea level pressure (hPa; SLP) with wind changes overlaid as 
vectors. Regions where more than 70% (90%) models agree on the sign of the change are indicated 
with black circle (red dots) on both panels. Scatterplot of RCP8.5 projected interhemisphericSLP 
gradient changes against (e) wind speed changes in the AS (box on Fig. 1b) and (f)interhemispheric 
land-sea Tsurf gradient changes. See Fig. 1 for model ID for each model on scatterplots. The 
regression lines and correlation values are also shown on panelsa,b, e, and f. 
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Model ID Model name SfcWind TS SLP NetFlux MLD Wind stress 

1 BCC-CSM1-1       
2 BCC-CSM1-1-M       
3 CanESM2       
4 CMCC-CMS       
5 CNRM-CM5       

6 ACCESS1-3       
7 CSIRO-Mk3-6-0       
8 IPSL-CM5A-LR       
9 IPSL-CM5A-MR       

10 IPSL-CM5B-LR       

11 FGOALS-s2       
12 MIROC5       
13 MIROC-ESM       

14 MIROC-ESM-CHEM       
15 HadGEM2-CC       
16 MPI-ESM-LR       
17 MPI-ESM-MR       
18 MRI-CGCM3       
19 GISS-E2-H       
20 GISS-E2-H-CC       
21 GISS-E2-R       
22 GISS-E2-R-CC       
23 HadGEM2-AO       
24 GFDL-CM3       
25 GFDL-ESM2G       
26 GFDL-ESM2M       
27 CESM1-CAM5       

Table ST1: List of CMIP5 models used in this study, with color shading on a cell indicating the availability of 
parameters (white when not available). The Model IDs are used to identify each model in all scatterplots. 
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FigureS1.(a,b) As Figure 1a,b for summer (JJAS). Bar plots of the percentage of projected RCP8.5 surface wind speed 
change in summer within (c) the northern AS and (d) southern AS boxes (depicted as black and red frames on panel b) 
for individual models and MMM with black whiskers marking 95% confidence interval (values indicated) on the mean.  
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Figure S2.As Figure 2, but for RCP4.5 scenario. 
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Figure S3. ProjectedRCP8.5MMM precipitation (color) and wind speed (vector) changes for (a) summer (JJAS) and (b) 
winter (DJFM). Regions where more than 70% (90%) models agree on the sign of the wind speed change are indicated 
with empty black (filled red) dots on panels a and b. Bar plots of the percentage of projected RCP8.5 precipitation 
changes over (c) the Indian subcontinent region in summer and (d) the equatorial IO region in winter (depicted as black 
frames on panel a and b)for individual models and for the MMM, with black whiskers marking 95% confidence interval 
(values indicated on the panels).. 
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FigureS4. (a) Scatterplots of RCP8.5 projected average northern AS (black frames on Figure 3a,b) winter wind speed 
changes against those of (a)HFlx and (b) MLD. Related regression lines and correlation values are provided on each 
panel. See table ST1 for the identifying each model by its Model ID. 
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FigureS5. As Figure 1, but for surface wind stress. 
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Figure S6. MMM of winter (DJFM) climatological (a) mean SLP (color) (b) mean Tsurf (color) with surface wind speed 
vectors overlaid. 

 

FigureS7. Map of correlation between (a)present-day average AS (black continuous frame) winter surface wind speed 
and winter SLP over IO and (b)same as (a), but for the projected changes. 
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Figure S8. Percentage of average AS winter wind speed change relative to the 1950-1980 averaged climatology for (a) 
HIST and RCP8.5 simulations and (b) HIST and RCP4.5 simulations for each model. Percentage of CMIP5 MMM 
average AS winter wind speed change relative to the 1950-1980 climatology for (c) HIST and RCP8.5 simulations and 
(d) HIST and RCP4.5 simulations. The blue and green curves in panels c and d indicate +/- 1 standard deviation around 
the MMM. (e) Percentage of wind speed change in the AS relative to the 1950-1980 climatology from observationally-
derived products: NCEP2 (green), NCEP (red), 20CR (black) and WASwind (blue). 
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Computational details for the corrected projections on the basis of current-day biases 

In this paper, the projected response of some variables to climate change is corrected based on 

the present-day Arabian Sea wind bias. This correction method is basically the one followed by Li et 

al. [2016a]. The winter (DJFM) climatology for historical (last 20 years, i.e., 1986-2005) and the 

future (last 20 years; 2080-2099) scenarios are denoted respectively by HIST(s,m) and RCP(s,m), 

where 's' represents space (longitude-latitude) coordinates and 'm' model IDs. The response to climate 

change for each model can then be calculated as the difference between the future and historical 

values. 

   Response s,m( ) = RCP s,m( ) -HIST s,m( )    (1) 

The average AS winter surface winds bias is computed as the difference between the historical 

simulation average1986-2005 surface winds minus that from observations as follows. 

   sfcwind 'AS m( )= sfcwindHISTAS m( ) - sfcwindOAS   (2) 

wheresfcwind’AS is the average AS winter surface wind bias, sfcwindHISTAS is the average AS winter 

surface wind from historical simulations averaged and sfcwindOAS is the average AS winter 

Tropfluxsurfacewinds, all obtained for the 1986-2005 period. 

The relationship between the projected AS surface wind changes and the present-day bias can 

be obtained through a linear regression analysis as, 

   Response(s,m)=a(s)*sfcwind’AS(m)+b(s,m)   (3) 

wherea(s) is the spatially-dependent regression coefficient and 'b' is the residual. ‘b’ can also be seen 

as the extrapolation of the projected response of climate change at zero bias, i.e. as the corrected 

response (Response*) to climate change for each model. 

   Response*(s,m)= b(s,m)     (5) 

The MMM of the corrected response to climate change is calculated as: 

   Response* s( )( )
MMM

=
1

N
Response* s,m( )

i=1

N

å    (6) 

whereN is the total number of models. The response of each model is expressed as the percentage of 

its current-day average winter surface wind over the AS. The figures provided in the text are the 

multi model mean of those percentages, with a 95% confidence limit computed using a Student t-test 

with N-1 degrees of freedom. 

 


